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Protect firm and client privacy across distributed devices

TRUST BEGINS WITH ASSURANCE
Clients trust you. This trust is built on their belief that you will protect their interests
(and their data) at all times. Through your client engagements, employees gain access
to various types of sensitive data — whether it be corporate, business, or personal
information - putting your firm and your clients at risk.
Law firms require continuous line-of sight to every device, user, and application to
be able to protect sensitive data, monitor security controls, and respond to risks
swiftly and effectively. For IT and security teams, this creates new challenges. When
sensitive information is scattered, persistent visibility and control is non-negotiable;
it is the foundation of the entire security program.

“

If you want to be pro-active by removing
any sensitive data before a device
is lost or stolen, and your end users’
experience is important to you, Absolute
is the product to get.
FULL-SERVICE, NATIONAL LAW FIRM

Security Challenges:
• Inability to pinpoint sensitive data at-risk
• Dark devices in a distributed workforce
• Limited ability to manage devices, data, users,
and applications across their fleet
• Lack of reliable mechanism to monitor the health
of security apps and identify failures
DATA DISCOVERY THROUGH PERSISTENT
ENDPOINT VISIBILITY
Absolute provides persistent endpoint visibility and control — on and off the corporate
network, enabling you to have an undeletable line of sight to your devices, data,
installed applications, and security controls at all times. With a panoramic view of
your fleet, you’ll be equipped to identify underutilized devices and applications so
you can optimize fleet allocation and reduce costs. Using customizable automated
alerts, you can stay on top of device risks – like unauthorized applications, disabled
security controls, or devices drifting into unauthorized geographical zones.
Only Absolute automates endpoint hygiene. Our patented Persistence® technology is
embedded in the firmware of devices shipped by 28 leading system manufacturers,
ensuring your endpoints are resilient to software decay, collision, unintentional
removal, or malicious actions.
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KEY SOLUTIONS
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Absolute Visibility
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Absolute Erase
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Absolute AppPersist

Leverages the Absolute Persistence technology to provide alwayson insights into hardware and software inventory, anti-malware and
encryption status, and allows you to securely decommission endpoints
remotely. This enables you to effectively provision, manage, and secure
your devices and ensure they never go dark.

REQUEST YOUR DEMO TODAY
See how Absolute can transform your
organization’s IT and Security

Allows you to track and seamlessly remove any data across your
endpoints, ensuring your most sensitive information always remains
protected from leakage.
Monitors and automatically remediates the health of security
applications installed across your endpoints. This keystone technology
equips you to enforce controls and maintain the security posture across
your endpoints to increase the efficacy of critical applications such as
anti-malware, encryption, and VPN.

KEY BENEFITS
• Persistent visibility across your distributed device fleet, regardless
of OS reimages, hardware changes, or factory resets
• Gain granular asset intelligence into your hardware
and software use, equipping you to reduce waste and
increase return on your technology investments
• Discover sensitive data across your endpoints and delete specific files
or wipe the drive to protect business and personal information
• Continuous monitoring of security applications such
as anti-malware, encryption, and VPN, with automated
remediation of compromised applications

REQUEST DEMO
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• Early detection of device risks such as unauthorized movement, disabled
security controls, and hardware changes, so you can respond swiftly
• Continuous benchmarking of your assets and security controls against
internal policies, industry standards, and regulatory frameworks

ABOUT ABSOLUTE
The Absolute Platform for Endpoint Resilience® enables devices and security controls to maintain a secure operational state automatically,
without user intervention. Embedded in the firmware of over half a billion devices, Absolute is uniquely able to provide continuous
visibility, control, and intelligence of the entire endpoint environment – data, devices, and applications. Our self-healing connection and
granular endpoint telemetry allow IT and security teams to streamline device management, maintain compliance, remediate threats, and
ensure that endpoint security controls are always installed, effective, and delivering their intended ROI. See how it works at absolute.com
and follow us at @absolutecorp.
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